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I’m a technically inclined artist, sales/marketing professional, bicycle mechanic/cyclist, and
family man. In addition to being well versed in the arts, I have a fervent curiosity about the world,
science, and a general need to understand the way things work; accompanied by an insatiable urge
to innovate and create better systems and designs. Nothing gives me such great satisfaction, as
applying hard work to due diligence, to meet challenging and seemingly lofty goals. In the past decade
after receiving a BA from The Art Institute, I’ve lived around the country, got married, and have raised
two incredible, wonderful kids; who both blow my mind, and challenge me to my very core - every single
day! All the exciting, enriching, frightening, and life changing experiences, adventures and tribulations
I’ve endured, have prepared me for a new phase in my professional development and evolving career.

OBJECTIVE

TECH SAAVY
PRO SKILLS

WORK
EXPERIENCE
CONTRACTS

REFERENCES

Your success, is my business; my job as a skillful proponent, is to do
my upmost to add value to your business, to labor toward making
your establishment exemplary, extraordinary! I believe that these
efforts will empower me to refine my own competencies, build
character, and create more professional opportunities.
InDesign
Illustrator
Photoshop
Typesetting/Layout
Technical Drawing
Painting
Product Development
Fashion/Garment Creation
Photography
Web Development
General Mechanics/Basic Engineering
Performance Bicycle | 2017 - 2019 | Stuck it out to the end | ch.11 :(
Freelance Design | gallerynuttshell.com | 2008 - present
Stylax Sportswear | stylax.com | ‘14 - ‘15 Followed by 2 yrs child care
Rockywoods Technical Fabrics | rockywoods.com | Re-Designed Logo
Zaremba Graphics + Web Solutions | gozaremba.com
Derek Schneuer | GM - Performance Bicycles | 336.420.8945
Bruce Barker | GM - Stylax Sportswear | 720.439.3025
Tara Collins | Design Client/Old Friend | 602.376.3296

